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ABSTRACT 

We propose the concept of failure patterns as a way to describe how faults lead to system failures. We use 

this concept to describe a failure scenario which illustrates an incorrect status message in a system. A 

failure pattern describes how a fault becomes a failure indicating how the fault propagates through the 

system units until it produces a failure. The pattern explicitly shows how flaws in the system allow the 

propagation of faults. The information in failure patterns is useful to evaluate and design reliable systems. 

The pattern also shows how to stop the failure or mitigate its effects. The patterns are also useful to 

reconstruct how the failure happened, which may have forensic value. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to our increased dependence on critical services to conduct basic daily functions we need to avoid 

failures in systems. In the past, several incidents have occurred which have brought an increased 

awareness of the need to improve the reliability of critical services, applications, and systems.  Between 

1985 and 1987 six patients received too much radiation from the Therac-25 machine that resulted in 

serious health damage (Leveson and Turner 1993). Boeing aircraft have experienced failures which 

resulted in fatalities on several separate occasions (Boeing Commercial Airplanes, 2011). The Northeast 

and Midwestern United States and Ontario, Canada experienced a massive power blackout in 2003 due to 

a power surge in the electricity power grid system (NYSO, 2004). There is also the possibility of 

intentionally provoked failures. A promising approach to build reliable systems involves the use of 

patterns (Buckley and Fernandez, 2011b). A pattern is an encapsulated solution to a recurrent problem in 

a given context. Design patterns (Gamma, 1994) embody the experience and knowledge of many 

designers, and when properly catalogued, they provide a repository of solutions for useful problems. 

Initially used for improving code, patterns are starting to be used to build reliable and critical systems 

(Buckley and Fernandez, 2009), (Buckley and Fernandez, 2011), (Saridakis, 2002). 

 

We introduce here the concept of failure patterns. Their function is to describe how a fault propagates 

throughout the system until it produces a failure, which system components are affected, and how to 

mitigate or stop the effects of the failure. Failure patterns complement reliability patterns (Buckley and 

Fernandez, 2012) by providing a way to show how failures occur, and how they can be avoided. They 

also help to classify failures, their affected components, and allow for the reconstruction of failures in the 

system. We adapted the template used by misuse patterns for security attacks to describe failure patterns 

(Fernandez, 2007).  
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Section 2 discusses failure patterns and their template. Section 3 describes a failure pattern that produces 

incorrect status messages in systems. Section 4 discusses related work, while section 5 presents some 

conclusions.  

 
2. FAILURE PATTERNS 

 

Faults are manifested as errors, which in turn are manifested as failures (Avizienis, 2004). A failure 

pattern describes how a failure is produced from a fault, identifies the components which are involved in 

the failure, the specific errors which allowed the failure to occur, and the effect of the failure on the 

system. If the failure was intentional (instead of produced by an accidental fault), it can also be described. 

The failure pattern also provides a solution to avoid this failure in the form of reliability and security 

patterns, as well as a way to store and analyze the information collected at each stage of the failure. Due 

to their dynamic descriptions, failure patterns allow countermeasures to be included to mitigate the 

identified failures.  

 

The primary characteristics of a failure pattern can be summarized as: 

 

• It shows how a fault is manifested in a given system until it produces a failure.  

• It helps to identify countermeasures to avoid or mitigate failures. 

• It allows the reconstruction of a failure scenario by seeing its effect in specific units. 

• It provides a guide of application for software development to follow that helps to reduce failures. 

 

We describe failure patterns using the POSA template, which has been used to describe security 

(Schumacher, 2006) and reliability patterns (Buckley and Fernandez, 2011). We have tailored this 

template to fit the purpose of failure patterns. We utilize a failure scenario to illustrate how failures can 

manifest and affect the system. The failure pattern builds on the template used for reliability patterns by 

adding two additional sections, namely forensics and countermeasures. The forensics section identifies 

failure effects to reconstruct how the failure happened. This is especially important for intentional 

failures, but it can also be useful for accidental failures. 

  

We now enumerate each section of the failure pattern’s template: 

 

Name - The name of the pattern should correspond to the generic name given to the specific type of 

failure in standard failure repositories such as CFDR (USENIX, 2009). 

 

Intent or thumbnail description - A short description of the intended purpose of the pattern, including 

which problem produced a given failure or how an attacker would induce a given failure. 

 

Example of a specific problem where a fault produced a failure in an unprotected system. 

 
Context -This section describes the general environment, including the conditions under which the failure 

may occur. These may include minimal countermeasures usually present in the system as well as typical 

errors of this kind of system. 

 

Problem - Defines how the fault successfully propagates and produces the failure in an unprotected 

system. From an accidental or intentional perspective, the problem is how to find a way to produce a 

failure in the system. An additional problem occurs whenever a system is protected by some anti-failure 

mechanisms. The forces indicate what factors may be required in order to produce the failure and in what 

way; for example, which errors can allow its propagation. Also, which factors may obstruct or delay 

producing the failure. 
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Solution - This section describes how the fault propagation or error can cause a failure. UML class 

diagrams show the system before and during the failure. Sequence diagrams show how the fault 

propagates through the units of the system and becomes a failure. State or activity diagrams may add 

further detail. 

 

Known Incidents - Specific incidents where this failure occurred. Details of past failures are useful to 

decide where to look for evidence and how to stop the failure. 

 

Consequences - The benefits and drawbacks of a failure pattern from a reliability viewpoint. Is the effort 

and cost for stopping the failure commensurate with the results obtained? Which are the possible sources 

of failure? 

 

Countermeasures - This is a new section compared to the templates for reliability and security patterns. 

It describes the dependability measures necessary in order to stop, mitigate, or trace this type of failure. 

This implies an enumeration of which reliability patterns are effective against this failure.   

 

Where to look for causes - This section may includes the identification of which units allowed the 

propagation of the fault, and may contain relevant information to trace back the failure. 

 

Related Patterns - Discusses other failure patterns with different objectives but performed in a similar 

way or with similar objectives but performed in a different way. 

 
3. FAILURE PATTERN: INCORRECT STATUS MESSAGE IN SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS 

 

Intent – Many systems can endanger humans if their indicators fail, e.g., a radiation treatment machine or 

an airplane inflight. The operator may not realize that some operation occurred or not and can act on a 

given indication thus provoking a failure. 

 

Example 

The Therac-25 machine was used at the Ontario Cancer Foundation to perform radiation treatment on a 

patient for carcinoma of the cervix (Leveson and Turner 1993).  Figure 1 shows the general layout of the 

radiation room and the different units of the machine. The operator activated the machine but it shut down 

after five seconds displaying a “no dose” message indicating a treatment pause. The operator reactivated 

the machine and the same thing occurred. Since the machine did not show that a dose was delivered, the 

operator tried again to deliver the correct dose. However, the same thing occurred as in the first attempt. 

The operator attempted the same procedure four more times. After the treatment ended, the patient 

complained of a burning sensation in the treatment area. Several weeks after the treatment, the treatment 

area was excessively swollen, and the patient complained of hip pain and burning. The patient died from 

cancer; however, the overdose resulted in hip damage which could only have been corrected with a hip 

replacement. 

 

Context - Health care facilities that use systems to perform critical procedures on patients.  These 

systems have status indicators that show if a operation has been applied. An example was described 

above. Another example are aircraft that display indications to operators to make critical decisions during 

a flight. In general, this context includes any situation where an operator needs to make critical decisions 

in real time based on reading some indicators. 
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Figure1: Radiation Treatment Machine (Leveson and Turner 1993) 

 
Problem - How erroneous operator message failures originate and propagate? They can result because of 

the following susceptibilities in typical machines: 

 

• Incorrect design of the hardware and software components (Leveson and Turner 1993). 

• Incorrect user manual, which does not describe in detail error codes (Leveson and Turner 1993), 

• Faults in any component, e.g., an electronic display may have a broken light bulb (indicator). 

• The user interface receives or produces an erroneous value. 

 

Solution - A hardware or software fault in the functional or control unit may send erroneous status 

indications to the display. A fault in the display, in the interface, or in the functional unit, may produce a 

similar effect.   

 

Operator Interface Display Message

Functional Unit

* * * *

*

*

1 *

Send Status

Shows

*

*

Send Command

Send Command

 
 

Figure 2: Class Diagram for Failure Pattern 

 
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the system. The Operator utilizes an Interface to send commands to 

the Functional Unit.  The Display shows Messages that are returned when a particular operation is 

selected by the operator and also the status of the units.  

 

Figure 3 shows how a fault propagates until it shows an erroneous indication because either the functional 

unit is faulty or the display is faulty.  
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Figure 3: Sequence Diagram – Showing an Erroneous Status Display 

 
Consequences - The advantages of this pattern are: 

 

• Incorrect design or malfunction of the functional unit that carries out patient operations may 

produce a wrong status message in the system. 

• Malfunction of the display could produce an erroneous indication. 

• A wrong user manual could confuse and mislead the operator. 

 

Possible sources to produce a failure: 

  

• The functional unit, interface, and display can be single points of failure, and are the places to 

check to detect faults. 

 
Countermeasures and Forensics - Figure 4 shows the countermeasures that were added to Figure 2, to 

stop or mitigate a failure. Stereotypes refer to the patterns applied to some units. 
 

 

 Figure 4. Class Diagram for Failure Pattern with failure 
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The Operator utilizes an Interface to manipulate the health care machine. The operator must be 

authorized before using the Interface; this authorization is defined by the Right association class. 

Through the Interface, the operator can select different operations. The display shows the Message that 

is produced when a particular operation is selected or from status indications. The Display has Redundant 

Display Indicators. The Functional Unit includes three functional units that conduct the same processing 

and vote on the correct output. The Redundant Failure Reference Monitor ensures that a selected 

operation matches the messages produced as output to the operator. This helps to ensure that the correct 

status is given for each operation selected by the operator.  

 
Additionally, failures can be mitigated or stopped using the following suggestions:  

 

• A failure which results in absence of service can be identified with an acknowledgement pattern 

to signal that some error has occurred in the system. 

• A loss of data failure can be detected by the reference monitor, which validates the output from 

the components before it is exhibited on the display. 

• The display indicators should be redundant so that messages can always be displayed at all times. 

• Error messages should be simple and describe clearly what failure has occurred.   

• Including fail safe states can help handle failures and warn operators so that some predefined 

course of action is always taken (Princeton University, 2007). 

• Care should be taken to have clear user manuals. 

 

Additionally the following forensic mechanisms are possible: 

 

• Logs in the functional unit and other components, can provide a trail of activities that were 

completed and those that were in progress when a failure occurred. 

• A failure analysis tool for hardware, and software related faults and errors can also 

provide additional information to identify flawed components (Wedyan et al., 2009). 

• Fault injection techniques can be used to trace and reconstruct a particular failure (Hsueh 

et al., 1997). 

 
Where to look for Evidence - Figure 2 shows the classes which are most susceptible to failures: the 

interface, functional unit, and display classes. We can check what information was sent to the interface 

and functional units if these classes keep a record of their message history. 

 

Known Incidents  

• The Therac-25 incident of 1993 (Leveson and Turner 1993), described in the example.  

• A Spanair MD-82 jetliner crashed on take-off because the flaps had not been extended and the 

alarm for that condition had not sounded (CBS News, 2009). 

• OREX is a radiology reader with built-in redundancy to counter failure (OREX, 2003). 

 

Related Patterns - The solutions mentioned to mitigate the problem of erroneous messages have been 

used in other safety-critical systems to reduce failures.  

 

• Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) Pattern - An approach which uses three systems to 

perform a process and the result is processed by a voting system to produce a single output. If any 

one of the three systems fails, the other two systems can correct and mask the fault. If the voter 

fails then the system will fail (Buckley and Fernandez, 2012). 
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• Reliable Security (RelSec) Pattern - Applies reliability mechanisms to the functions that 

provide security in a system (Buckley et al., 2011). 

 

• Acknowledgment Pattern – As indicated, it can check for an absence of events that may indicate 

a failure (Buckley and Fernandez, 2012). 

 
4. RELATED WORK 

 

Fault trees are used to make decisions based on the knowledge and experience of designers about a 

particular situation or from related situations. A fault model is created by looking at an undesired state 

which is analyzed in the context of its environment, looking at all reasonable ways in which the undesired 

state can occur (U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1981). A fault tree provides a graphic model of 

various parallel and sequential combinations of faults that will result in the occurrence of the predefined 

undesired events. Fault trees can become qualitative models if they use failure probabilities. Fault trees 

differ from failure patterns because they do not show the relationship of faults and errors to the system 

structure and components. They also do not show how faults propagate throughout the system.  

 

Wu presented an approach using a compositional method for failure analysis of a system based on the 

software architecture of the system. The method used is based upon the use of Communicating Sequential 

Processes (CSP) as the failure modeling language and its associated tools for failure analysis. The failure 

behavior of each component is modeled in terms of failure propagation and generation. The result of such 

modeling is the combination of different possible failure flows from external failures or component 

internal failures to system-level failure (Wu and Kelly, 2005).  This approach bears some similarity to 

failure patterns; however, it focuses on modeling failure in components to see their effects. 

Countermeasures are not provided to handle failures in the system; nor does it provide a guide to recreate 

a failure based on a particular scenario. 

 

Fenelon presented the Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN) approach which is used 

for safety analysis. Safety analysis is structured in response to system structure modules and failure 

behavior of each module is described in terms of failure flows, which can be classified into four forms of 

failure:  propagation, transformation, handling, and generation (Fenelon, and McDermid, 1993).   This 

approach provides generalized failure flows for each module, and differs from failure patterns in that, it 

does not provide countermeasures to handle failures in specific components. Also, it does not provide a 

guide to recreate a failure based on a particular scenario. 

 

Bozzano et al. proposed the ESACS project which provides two alternatives of failure modeling: system 

model prototyping for safety – using predefined components enriched with failure modes to perform fast 

prototypes, or failure mode injection. Their method extends the system model by injecting failure modes 

(Bozzano et al., 2003). Leveson’s STAMP has a number of causal analysis techniques proposed for 

accident modeling and analysis (Leveson, 2002).  

 

The work presented here is analogous to the concept of misuse patterns proposed in (Fernandez et al., 

2007), (Fernandez et al., 2009) to describe security attacks. Misuse patterns are described from the point a 

view of the attacker, including how the attack is performed, the context in which it is performed, and 

ways to stop the attack. The name “failure pattern” has been used in the context of “patterns of failure”, 

analyzing how system units may fail but using ad hoc notations and methods; for example (Wolforth et 

al.) uses a special language to describe failures.  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
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We have introduced the concept of failure patterns as a systematic description of the steps which lead to a 

failure as well as an indication of the countermeasures needed to avoid or mitigate those failures. We 

illustrated the use of the failure pattern with an example of a radiation machine to show failures, which is 

similar to those that appeared in the Therac-25. Failure patterns are complementary to dependability 

patterns which prevent failures. They are effective when used for building machines that carry out crucial 

functions. In future work, we intend to integrate this approach with our methodology to build reliable and 

critical systems (Buckley and Fernandez, 2011b). Additionally, we are building a catalog of failure 

patterns that can be used to analyze failures. 
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